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Abstract. A simple model is presented for the rate of melting of a
batch blanket in an electric glassmelting furnace. The melting
process is assumed to be jointly controlled by the heat transfer from
the pool of molten glass and the batch-to-glass conversion k,inetics.
Factors affecting the melting rate in the conversion-controlled
regime are discussed. Attention is paid to gas evolution from redox
reactions in waste glass batches and component accumulation within
the blanket, lt is suggested that the high rate of the blanket-free
melting in a mechanically agitatp.d furnace is made possible by
increasing the rate of melt surface renewal.
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INTRODUCTION

In an electric glassmelting furnace, the thermal boundary layer

thickness, which depends on the temperature and velocity fields

within the melt in the region under the batch blanket, can be

controlled by furnace design, electrode position, or installation of

bubblers. Glass processing technology has been dominated over the

last several decades by an effort to optimize these elements. This

effort has been only partially successful in increasing melting

rates because, as will be shown below, melting becomes conversion-

controlled when the heat transfer rate is high. Since the conversion

process is complex and simulation of batch blanket conditions in the

laboratory is difficult, the conversion process in the batch blanket

is not as well understood as the heat transfer and flow in molten

glass. So far, only the fllndamentals of batch-to-glass conversion

have been developed - see Hrma [I], Schill [2-4], and Bickford et al.

[5]. This paper deals with the limitation of enhancing the melting

rate by increasing the heat transfer. In this connection, batches

evolving gas at melting temperatures (foaming batches) and batches

: exhibiting component accumulation are discussed and the mechanism of

blanket formation is suggested.

(a)Operated for the U. S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial
Institute under Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO1830.
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THEORY

The melting rate (N) is defined as the mass of glass produced in

a time unit at a unit surface area of the batch blanket. For one-

dimensional steady-statemelting, the melting rate is related to the

heat flux (q) coming from the pool of molten glass by

N = q/q, (1)

where Q is the heat per unit mass of glass to be delivered through I

the blanket bottom, includingthe conversionheat, the sensible heat,

_nd the heat e×chahge throughthe upper surfaceof the blanket.

The heat fluxpassing throughthe blanketbottom can be expressed

either as the incomingheat from the molten glass,

q : >'I(TI-T2)/61, (2)

or the heat enteringthe blanket,

q : >_2(T2-T3)/62, (3)

where>-I and _2 are the effectiveheat conductivitiesof'the molten

glass and the conversionlayer',TI is the maximum temperatureof the

melt, T2 the batch blanket bottom temperature,T3 the temperatureat d

which the terminal conversionprocessbegins, 61 the thermal boundary

layer thickness, and 62 the conversion layer thickness. The

conversionlayer thicknesscan be determined as 62 : v/k, where k is

the reaction rate coefficient for the terminal batch conversion

prccess and v is the batch velocity. The terminal conversion

process, which can be dissolutionof refractorygrains or evolution

of gas by redox reactions, ;s that process which for a particular

batch determines the blanket bottom. The batch velocity is related

to the melting rate by v = N/9, where 9 is the batch density. Hence,

62 = N/k_. Obviously,with a faster reaction (largerk), a thinner '

layer is needed. On the other hand, if the melting rate ishigher,

= the batch moves more quicklyand requires a thickerlayer to complete

conversion.



By equations (I) and (3), the blanket bottom temperature is'

T2 : T3 + N2Q/2_2k_. (4)

Hence, the blanket bottom temperature increases as the meiting rate

_ increases. If the melting rate is low, the batch passes through the

blanket slowly, its temperature increasesslowly, and it is exposed

to low temperaturesfor a long time. This all,'.wsconversionto be
i

completed at a low temperature. If the melting rate is high, the

batch is heated rapidly, spendsa shorter time at lower temperatures,

reaches higher temperatureswith a low extent of conversion,and the

temperatureat which the process is completed is high. The blanket

bottom temperature grows, by equation (4), with the square of the

melting rate, becau:- T2 increaseswith both the heat flux and batch

velocity,which are both,proportionalto N.

By equations(1) and (2), the melting rate is N :_I(T1-T2)/61Q.

If the temperaturesTI and T2 were fixed, then N _m as 61 _ O. But

since T2 increases as N increases, the difference TI-T2 approaches

zero as T2 approaches TI. This restricts the growth of N.

EliminatingT2 from equations(I), (2), and (4), one obtains

N : (I/2)(Nc2/NH)[J(I+ 4NH2/Nc2) - 1], (5)

where

Nc : ,/[_2(TI-T3)kg/Q] (6)

is the ultimate melting rate achievable by enhancing heat transfer

without changingthe conversionkineticsand

-_ NH = _.I(TI'T3)/alQ' (7)

The melting rate is conversioncontrolled (N _ NC) if'the conversion

rate is low (k _ O) or the heat transfer rate is high (61 _ 0).

Under these circumstances, the melting rate is determined by the

. physical and chemical characteristicsof the conversion layer and is

no longer affected by the pool conditions, except for the melting
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temperature. Moreover, the blanket bottom temperature approaches the

melting temperature (T2 _ TI), which follows from eliminating q and

62 from equations (I) and (3)and comparing the result with equation

(6). Conversely, if the conversion rate is high (k -,oo) or the heat

transfer rate from the melt pool is low (51 -_ oo), the melting rate is

controlled by heat transfer (N -, NH) and the conversion process is

completed within a narrow temperature span (T2 -_ T3). As is

illustrated in Fig.l, which displays equation (5) in terms of

normalized variables, the melting rate is controlled by heat transfer

if NH/NC << I, by conversion if NH/Nc >> I, and jointly controlle_ in

the intermediate regime.

DISCUSSION

Heat-transfer-controlled melting was typical in the early stages

of the development of glassmelting furnaces. As this development

approaches the limits of possible heat transfer enhancement, the
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Fig. I. Effect of conversionrate on melting rate.



meltirg rate is controlled by the conversion kinetics. Consequently,

a further increase in melting rate can be achieved by increasing Nc.

Nc can be increased by increasing the heat cnnductivity and density

of the conversion layer, by raising the maximum temperature in the

furnace, by enhancing the conversion rate, by lowering the conversion

heat (or by supplying more heat from above), or by decreasing the

temperatureat which conversionstarts (see equatior_(6)). Since the

batch properties depend on temperature, temperature also has

importantindirecteff_-tson the melting rate.

Densitw. The batch can expand in volume several times duringi

melting by accumulating gases [5-7] This has a direct negative

effect on melting rate as expressed by equation (6). Increased

porosity affects other batch properties, Such as heat conductivity.

Heat conductivity. At lower temperatures, at which the radiative

heat transfer is insignificant, heat is conducted in a porous

material predominantly by the condensed phase, which consists of

solid particles and melt. The presence of melt increases heat

conductivity by increasing the contact area between solid particles.

At higher temperatures, the radiative transfer contributes to the

overall heat transfer within the material [8,9].

Maximum melting _temperature. Raising temperature is the most

effectiveway.to increasethe melting rate, both directly and by the

temperatureeffe,ct on 2, k, and o, Since T2 is close to TI in the

conversion-controlledregime, the heat conductivity and conversion

rate attain their highest possible values in this regime.

Unfortunately,the maximumtemperatureis lim'itedby the corrosionof

the refractory walls and the electrodes and by volatilizationfrom

" the pertions of the melt surfacethat are not covered by batch.
_

Conversion rate. The terminal process (i.e., the dissolutionof

refractory particles in melt or bubble growth) is affected by the

chemical form of raw materials, grain size of raw materials, and

temperature [10,11].



In multicomponent batches, the refractory and flux components are

separated by the less-reactive components. Separate prereacting of a
limited number of raw materials removes this "dilution" effect.

Hence, an obvious melting enhancing method is to replace refractory

oxides, such as AI203, Zr02, or ZnO, with their more reactive

compnunds, such as nepheline, zircon, or willemite [12,13].

Components other than refractory materials can be replaced by those

which react with the refractory constituents more readily: for

example, sodium hydroxide exhibits higher reactivity with silica than

sodium carbonate [14], which is more reactive than sodium sulfate

[15]. The early "melting reactions significantly affect the terminal

process by generating primary melts, consuming refractory grains,

affecting the composition of the melt surrounding these grains, and

releasing gases before they can be trapped within the glassforming

melt. Minor additions, such as inorganic salts with low melting

points, increase the initial reaction rates [16,]7] and, if they

remain in the form of a phase-separated melt, facilitate gas removal

and prevent sintering of refractory particles [6].

Large refractorygrains take a long time to dissolve. With fine

grains, if their agglomeration is prevented, conversion can be

completed at reduced temperatures [18]. However, this may cause

fining problems because the viscosity of silica-richglass is high.

If the fine grains dissolve at low temperatures, bubbles can be

trapped in the melt; the refining agentsmay not function because the

fining processmay requirethe presence of solid particlesfor bubble

nucleation. Therefore, batches with fine refractory grains must be

heated rapidly to keep viscositylow.

Minimum temperature. The lowest temperature at which the

conversion process proceeds at a measurable rate (T3) can be

decreased b1_ selecting more reactive raw materials, employing minor

additions, or using fine-grained materi_Is. The minimum temperature

also depends on the heating rate, increasing as the heating rate '

increases.

Convprsion heat. Heating the blanket from above in the form of

preheated batch or upper heating, or producing exotherma! reactions
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within the blanket, reduces Q, thus enhancing the melting ra_e.

However, exothermic reactions (such as oxidation of sucrose by

nitrates [9]) may produce undesirable effects leading to the melting

rate reduction. Using cullet or frit instead of raw materials

diminishes energy requirements, but cullet produces a high-viscosity

melt at low temperatures and s_,_arates raw materials that would

otherwise react with each other [19].

Foaminq batches. Waste glass batches frequently contain

multivalent oxides, such as Fe203/FeO. Their shift towards the

reduced form with increasing temperature [7,20] is accompanied by

the evolution of oxygen. Even ra small shift in the redox ratio

produces a large volume of gas if the concentration of the oxide is

high. This leads to the formation of a bubbly layer under the batch

blanket (foam), which may significantly decrease the melting rate.

Addition of carbon can reduce multivalent oxides before the gas can

be trapped within the melt,, For example, a mixture of Fe203 and

carbon completely reacts by 470 C [21,22]. However, in the presence

of other components that dilute the reactants, the reaction is slow

and remains incomplete even at the maximummeltin_g temperature [5].

Component accumulation. Some batches are prone to component

accumulation within the blanket. Accumulation of minor constituents

whose role is to enhance the melting rate is beneficial. These
r

constituents evaporate in lower parts of the blanket and condense in

the upper portions, where their concentration becomes higher than

that in the batch as charged [23].

Detrimental accumulation effects are produced by generation of

low-viscosity melts that drain between the refractory particles

leaving them without a sufficient amount of fluxes to dissolve in

[24]. These particles may sinter into a crust under which gas

accumulates, separating the particles from the drained fluxes. Also,
l

when the melt becomes continuous, buoyancy or flotation by gas'

bubbles may cause the undissolved refractory particles to accumulate

at the top portion of the melt [25], where they cannot dissolve if

their concentration becomes higher than the solubility limit.

I Jill IIIfill I I
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F!_ee-surface melt_i_g. The main cause of,a low conversion rate is

the blanket itself. If the presence of the blanket in the

glassmelting furnace can be eliminated (if volatilization is not of a

concern), the rate of melting can increase by an order of magnitude.

Consider an idling melt pool of a uniform temperature. If batch

charging begins at a low rate, the batch is almost instantaneously

heated to the pocl temperature and melts without forming a continuous

blanket. Although the free convection will tend to recover the heat

loss, an increase in the charging rate will bring about a decrease of

the pool surface'temperature. This will lead to a reduction of the

batch-to-glass conversion rate until some batch will remain floating

on the melt surface. This will happen when N > Ncrit ., where Ncrit"
is the critical charging rate. Eventually, the pool surface will be

covered by a fully developed blanket. Because of the non-slip

condition, it is more difficult to deliver the convective heat to a

floating batch than to the free surface. Hence, the blanket, once

formed, tends to persist.

Since most of the melting heat is delivered by convection, the

value of Ncrit ' depends on the melt surface renewal rate. If the

melt surface is renewed by free convection, then Ncrit.<< Nc. If the
melt is agitated, the surface renewal rate increases far above the

level allowed by free convection and Ncrit" >_ NC. As has been
demonstrated by Richards [26,27], a high critical charging rate can

be achieved if agitation is preventing the formation of the blanket.

Rapid melting requires fine refractory grains. If the lifetime

of the batch is longer than its residence time on the melt surface,

1 the batch is pulied down into the pool by the impeller and the
conversion is completed below the melt surface. This may lead to a

bubbly melt. Moreover, large particles may lead to stony glass

because of the short residence time of the glass in the melter. If

the batch melting time is short, which requires fine grains, all

melting reactions can be completed at the surface and batch gases are

released directly into the atmosphere.
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